W H AT T O C O NS ID E R
WHEN PL ANNING AN E VE NT

P A L H I R E

L T D

2 0 2 0

Planning an event is an exciting time for you. You’re on a
road that could last between 4 and 18 months, culminating
with their event playing out in front of an audience of
excited attendees.
On this road, you can come across multiple options ranging
from finding the ideal location and hiring event equipment,
to understanding the objectives and marketing. We have
compiled this guide to really help you ad an event planner.
he event planning guide focuses on the planning stage of
your event. Whether it be a small family event, a wedding,
birthday party, office summer party to a village fete or
larger festival you are planning.
We help you consider all aspects of event management. The
Who, Why, Where and What feature heavily and we give
you some tools to help you out. Then we discuss hired in
equipment and services.
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The key to your event is in the planning.
Everything needs a masterplan – this
guide is designed to support you in your
event planning. Giving you hints and tips
on aspects of your festival or event that
you should consider. Once you have your
masterplan, it becomes your event bible.
From the date of your event to the day
you hand the keys back, or pass the land
back to the landlord. Everything in
between should be planned to last minute.
This event planning guide will highlight
some of the issues you may encounter and
help you make important decisions about
your event.
Now read on discover some of the
experience we have to impart about
events.
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W W W . P A L H I R E . C O . U K

YOUR MASTERPLAN

SET SO M E G OA LS

It may seem impractical to know how much money you’re expecting to generate
before the event has started, but understanding your revenue streams, how much
you will be charging, and number of attendees will help considerably when hiring
equipment and booking VIPs and acts.
Your revenue streams include how much you’ll be charging attendees and whether
you will seek sponsorship for your event. This will all depend on the type of event
you’re hosting. Everything is linked to overheads and what you want to achieve.
Your event can be a success or a failure, before a guest or attendee steps on site just by the way you have budgeted.
If your event is to bring together people within one industry to showcase their
products and services, stalls may also be hired to exhibitors. These three major
revenue streams will help you budget for equipment hire and marketing.
What does your break-even point look like and more importantly when are
you going to make a profit? You may think that measuring the emotional success
or footfall of you event is the primary indicator for event success. But this could not
be further from the truth. If you aspire of repeating your event year after year
you need to set some financial goals.
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THE
EVENT

“AN EVENT
PLAN IS JUST A

MASTERPLAN

WITHOUT A
WISH”
Totaling up all the figures helps but also
having an idea about what your financial
objectives are is crucial to whether your
event is a success or a financial waste of
time.

Clear goals will help you realise what you
are trying to achieve. Regardless of the
size of your event or the complexity of the
logistics. Everything has a price, a cost
and often that is impacted by time.

•

What is it going to cost?

Simple targets about what you are trying

•

How much are you going to spend?

to achieve will help you balance the

•

Do you have contingency budget?

books. How are you going to measure all

•

How are you going to account for all

of the aspects of your event?

of the financial aspects?
You can start with a simple spreadsheet or
if

you

are

not

comfortable

with

spreadsheets – run a workbook on paper.
There are some simple things to track
which can help you all you need to do is
consider

them

and

measure

their

performance. We have created a PDF for
you to print out and start you off.
Or

you

can

start

on

our

website

palhire.co.uk/events to get some ideas of
equipment requirements.
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THE

your event preparation. What will the roads be like

going to call your event? This is

at the time you are open or close? Will they be

important as it is the main hook or

busy? How will you get equipment, or essential

identity that will guide the reputation

deliveries of supplies and services on site at that

of your event. It will also define what

time? Everything needs to be planned meticulously.

MASTERPLAN

Name of the event – What are you

EVENT

W h a t ’s i n t h e E ve n t P r o d u c t i o n P l a n ?

your attendees expect. So it is
crucial you get this right.

Location of the event – Depending on your event,
the location is often a matter of what your budget

Date of event – You need to

can stretch to. Sometimes the convenience of a

contemplate the date of your event

location makes the initial outlay worth while. What

as carefully as possible. There are

can you do to absorb the cost of the venue in the

so many external factors which can

ticket price or is there something that can be done

affect your event date. Availability

with the venue owner or landlord? If you are

of venue, availability of artists or

planning a local festival, what risk share can you do

caterers which are in demand. In the

with a landowner? Perhaps the festival can go to

equipment hire industry, items such

promoting their campsite?

as fencing, lighting, generators and
portable toilets can be in short
demand if not pre ordered in time.
TIP: Pre-book your event hire
equipment avoid disappointment if
you book it later.
Will your event coincide with other
events that are happening in your
locality or draw your intended
audience?
Time of the event – Time of your
event is also a crucial aspect of
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THE

Then you need to consider why you are planning this

be you; it may be someone who is

event.

managing the event as a project.

What is the message – This does not need to be

Identifying the event coordinator will

complicated. It could just be “enjoy music”, “Try new

help outside agencies communicate

Food”, “Party Like it is 2099” or simply have a

with your team.

great time at your event. As soon as you focus on

Who is the event targeting – You

your attendees and you have a message which is

can not put an event on just because

clear and easily understood – then you are getting

you feel like it! Whilst it is nice to

the ingredients together for a successful event.

have all the fun and games, but like

CLARIFY YOUR OBJECTIVES – Sorry are we

not having an objective you have no

repeating ourselves here? Yes we are – for the

event. Who is your audience – PAL

simple reason that all the entertainment and best

Hire is a customer focused company

laid plans will not guarantee you have a successful

and our aim is too look after our

event. You need to measure it. What that

event organisers. We do this with a

measurement is subjective to your event. If you are

flawless service and providing the

planning a simple family event, hiring a portable

right equipment at the right location,

toilet for a garden party then you are going to be

at the right time and of course for

ok, you will only have the relatively inexpensive cost

the right amount! This is the kind of

of the portable toilet to factor for. But what is you

detail you should consider about

are organizing and event for thousand or plus

your event attendees. We like to use

people?

MASTERPLAN

Who is the coordinator – This might

EVENT

W h a t ’s i n t h e E ve n t P r o d u c t i o n P l a n ?

simple
•

Who (are they)

•

Why (would they need to
attend?) Why would they want
to?)

•

What (are going to do)

•

How will they get there?

•

When and Where (we have
dealt with earlier)

Can’t answer any or all of these?
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THE

Evaluation Criteria - What does success look like

to consider, tickets to arrange,

with your event? The culmination of your planning is

revenue to track, overheads and

the capture of metrics which highlight what has

costs to account for. Then you need

happened. Where can improvements be made (If

to be specific with your financial

you are planning to run event the next year) what

planning.

are a

went wrong. How do you make things better for

different beast and are not for the

your event? What was footfall like, what did they

faint hearted.

spend on site? Did the hired in welfare services work

Description of the event - How you

well – did the attendees make any complaints about

describe your event sets the tone

the weather (did you factor in hired in track pads to

and context of what goes on. You

make the ground easier to walk on if it rains?)

have named it but now give it a

Checklists – You’ve got to love a list when planning

broader

purpose.

the

an event. We created a master version of this list for

questions

we

the

you to check off. But you have departments of

audience. What, Why, Why, Where,

aspects to consider for your event. How do you

When and How is the event on.

know who did what? What is left to do and when

Answer most of that to give an

will you know if you are ready? Create your check

adequate description. This will help

lists and use them to progress your plan forward to

you with advertising material later

the start date of your event. We use lists to monitor

on down the line. If you can explain

successful delivery of hired products to events.

Larger

events

Consider

asked

about

MASTERPLAN

When you have thousands of people

EVENT

W h a t ’s i n t h e E ve n t P r o d u c t i o n P l a n ?

what the benefits are to your event
then you stand a better chance of
filling your event, meeting your
objectives and maturing the plan
past breakeven to profit.
Risk

Assessments

–

We

are

dealing with people. There are so
many things which can go wrong.
There are so many things which can
go right, but you have to plan and
mitigate risk.
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THE

promote those benefits to your different audiences.

much will that cost if I do that? You

Have you a new cuisine to try, a local celebrity

can not spend without knowing your

band or your local championship winning Morris

limits. If it is a paid for event you

Dancer Troup will reveal their latest moves. Let the

need to ensure the majority of your

world know and they will tell others. If you have

overheads are covered by the ticket

planned this correctly (Why will they want to attend)

revenue and allow for 30% profit.

you will have a world of content available to help

What you do with that profit is up to

promote your event to multiple types of attendee.

you, you may choose to give that to

Talent – Fire Eating Stilt walkers, Mime Artists,

a charity or cause or re invest in

trampolining clowns and anything involving a paid

your next event. Perhaps upgrade

for artist (think budget) will also involve availability

your portable toilets to luxury

so you are going to need to get your thinking cap on

portable toilets next time. The idea

and book in advance

is to plan your budget take into

Collateral – We have separated this out in the plan

account everything you can. We

document. You will need plenty of time to consider

have given some additional tips in

your collateral requirements. Banners, signs on site,

the plan. Fuel, supplies, printing,

disabled access clarification, vehicle routes, where

promotional goods, t-shirts, staff it

the bar is and all those attention to detail which

all costs.

makes user experience of your event even more

Protocols – Are you inviting a local

enjoyable. How would you like to experience your

celebrity, do you need to apply for

event and what would make it easier for you?

special

license

are

there

MASTERPLAN

Budget – What does that cost? How

EVENT

W h a t ’s i n t h e E ve n t P r o d u c t i o n P l a n ?

any

restrictive covenants on the land use
that the landlord has not informed
you about?
Advertising – Build it and they will
come…erm…not they wont. You
need to build your event laden with
reasons

why

multiple

types

of

people would like to attend your
event. Then send out press releases
and messages which
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THE
EVENT

W h a t ’s i n t h e E ve n t P r o d u c t i o n P l a n ?
Staffing – From handing out canapés to full event

gifts, programs, catalogues, special

entry, security and catering. You are going to need

/ offers / discounts, competitions you

staff. How will you ensure you can cover all the

may run to enhance your guests

bases to maximise attendee experience, welfare,

experience of your event before,

safety and your revenue?

during or after.

There’s

Security -

Template for the full list.

For medium to larger

more…Checkout

the

Event

Planning

events, it is a fact of life that you

After the event – This is on the event planning

need to consider security of your

template. But it is crucial that you pay great

event. You should have identified

attention to this. Create a little report for yourself

security risks in your plan in the ‘risk’

where you collate what happened from your

section – but here are a few short

evaluation. That information could come in from your

pointers:

attendees, your staff, your performers to the local

•
•
•

Revenue

Protection

from

community. Did the experience you delivered at

nonpaying guests

your event meet the expectations you set out to

Physical Security for Attendees

achieve. Did you breakeven, did you make a profit?

belongings, valuable etc.

Did you give money to charity and will you be doing

Security to ensure that there are

this again next year? If so, create a press release

no major risks to attendee safety

and let the world know your intentions. Next year

– bag searches for contraband

make it bigger and better!

•

Policing Illegal Drug Use

•

Liaising with your local authority

MASTERPLAN

Any

Value Added for Guests -

and Police Force if applicable
Audio/Visual Requirements – Music
is great…if you can hear it. Putting
on a music festival and you are
inviting bands from all over the
place, then you are going to need a
quality PA system, stage set and
lighting. You may need to hire Boom
/ Scissor lifts to erect your stage. It
all needs prior consideration.
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W W W . P A L H I R E . C O . U K

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

P EO P LE A N D LOO K I N G A FTER TH EM
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs states humans need the basic needs of food, water, warmth,
rest, security, and safety. You must ensure all attendees are provided to these basic facilities,
as a minimum, if they want to enjoy the event.
PAL Hire provides a range of welfare facilities, including both men’s and women’s toilets and
showers. We’re also able to offer disabled access units, which include baby changing
facilities. Being able to cater for a wide range of demographics is essential to any event.
Access to Sites
Project sites are notoriously dangerous and restricting access is an issue several companies
have had to overcome in the past. Health and safety regulations state construction sites must
be completely closed to prevent unauthorised access by the public and to eliminate injury to
trespassers. With event sites, we are talking about crime prevention and revenue protection.
With the help of PAL Hire, you can restrict access to your site to protect the public and your
workforce. Offering a wide range of fences and barriers, PAL Hire caters to all requirements,
for constructions and events.
There are minimal challenges when it comes to setting up an event site. When you ring our
team, they will discuss your requirements and help you set up your event.
All our event barriers are used to ensure the smooth running of events. PAL Hire has the
diversity to cater for small gatherings, large production events, and special functions, such as
outdoor weddings.
Everything on your event site can be protected with the right type of security fencing and
crowd control barriers. PAL Hire can arrange for your delivery of hired in fences and barriers
to be installed for you. Call 0161 482 6200 for full details of fence and barrier hire.
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have to protect your
festival visitors from
themselves…”.

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

“Sometimes you just

For exhibitions and outdoor weddings, we
can offer high quality rope and post
barriers to add class to any rented space.
The ropes are lightweight and low

Event Sites
There are minimal challenges when it
comes to setting up an event site. When
you ring our team, they will discuss your
requirements and help you set up your
event.

at an upmarket event.
Security on Site
Unlike a construction site, which are so
often delivered over budget and outside

All our event barriers are used to ensure
the smooth running of events. PAL Hire has
the diversity to cater for small gatherings,
large production events, and special
functions, such as outdoor weddings.
Through our offering of safety and crowd
control barriers, we can prevent unwanted
access to private events.
For large production companies hosting
concerts or festivals, our stage barriers
provide a safe working area.

Copyright © 2020

maintenance, making them an ideal fixture

of pre-set deadlines, events and festivals
can only run between pre-determined
dates and any delay could lead to a
cancellation which, in turn, leads to
hundreds of angry and upset attendees.
Organisation is key for a multiple
products supplier to service events and
festivals across the UK. They require an
unparalleled level of coordination from all
parties involved to ensure all products are
set up on-time for the event to take place
without any complications.
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Regardless

of

the

location,

Welfare of People Some things to consider

of

Again, we refer to Maslow’s hierarchy of

attendees, we do our upmost to

needs and how it documents some simple

deliver

requirements to keep humans well and in

weather,

or

number

fencing,

perimeter

lighting, welfare facilities, and

good shape.

waste management services onsite at the required times.

We are a simple species really. just consider

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

the following needs:
We understand your unique
circumstances and align our
provisions accordingly to ensure
smooth running of an event from
the moment you place your

•
•
•
•
•

Humans need the toilet
Humans like to eat
Humans like to keep warm
Humans don't like being wet
Humans like to rest

order to the moment the last

You must factor so much when you are putting

piece of equipment is collected

on an event, you must look after the team and

from site.

people that surround you. We owe it to our
workforce to listen to them, to provide safe

Timescales of setting up an

healthy working environments. It is the same

event are so precise they do not

when we have work happening at home.

allow for even the minutest of
delays. PAL Hire is the company
to turn to when the pressure is at
its highest. The majority of
events take place after several
months of planning and for an
event to falter at the last hurdle
is something we do not wish to
see.
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• Does your event planning plan for

The price quoted does not include haulage or

facilities for your event staff?

getting the kit to you. Where possible we ensure that

• Will this require you to have a

the cost of delivery (and collection) has limited

additional welfare facilities?

impact on your costs. But it costs something so be

• Are you running an event for

prepared to fork out for haulage.

24hrs do you have somewhere for
your team to have a shower or

Insurance – if you have a need for multiple toilets

would you require a temporary

(above 10 on a site), or complex welfare

shower facility?

arrangements then you will need to ensure that the

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

kit is adequately insured.
A lot of this boils down to your
project and the space you have

Location of where the kit is going – anything which

available to you. If you can stretch

looks after the needs of a human being will need

to having a shower block for a week

servicing. When it comes to toilets this will have to

plus, then it may be worth having

happen on before the toilet is collected (They do not

that facility. That said you need to

transport with the smelly stuff sloshing about inside).

factor for connecting the block up,
access etc. If you have a skip on
your drive, then you are going to be
limited

for

space.

In

most

circumstances hiring a show block for
a domestic build is cost prohibited.
Somethings to consider when dealing
with people
Most hired in welfare equipment
have a minimum hire period. It really
depends on several factors so ask at
the time of hiring
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Crowd

The British summer coincides with three major events:

Complex events For larger events

the RHS Chelsea Flower Show, Wimbledon, and

then you will need to work with our

Glastonbury, arguably the UK’s biggest festival.

experienced

team

Even though Glastonbury will be taking a hiatus in

professionals

who

Festivals

and

Large

of

support
you

2018, that still leaves numerous festivals for circa 35

of hiring

million party goers to attend, including Parklife,

will walk

through

the

process

welfare

for

large

of

Creamfields, and the Wireless Festival. The 2018

people. We cater for every type of

festival season is in full swing and event organisers

event, festival, sports – you name it

will be chasing hire companies offering portable

we are busy catering for the needs

toilets and toilet welfare provisions.

of visitors, delegates, party goers,

Having successfully serviced the RHS Chelsea Flower

competitors and your guests. The

Shower, Secret Garden Party, and Bear Grylls

welfare

are

Survival Academy by supplying single toilet units,

available for complex events are as

PAL Hire has the scope to supply carnivals, building

varied as the scope of humans who

sites, and sporting events throughout the UK.

attend. We have the availability

Regarded as one of the most reliable plant hire

and capability to cater for all

providers in the UK, Pal Hire’s knowledgeable sales

groups of people. The types of

team are one call away from fulfilling clients’

facilities we offer include:

requirements.

groups

facilities

that

•

Disabled Facilities

•

Multi Cubicle Blocks

•

Urinals

•

Baby changing

•

Showers

•

Luxury (limited availability)

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

PEOPLE AND LOOKING AFTER THEM

Drinking water should be free
Find a way to provide free drinking
water to your festival goers. This
may not appear to be the most
commercial solution, but see if you
can find a way to reduce the
consumption of single use plastics?
Copyright © 2020
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W W W . P A L H I R E . C O . U K

W A S T E A T E V E N T S A N D F E S T I VA L S – P L A N N I N G F O R T R A S H

WASTE AT EVENTS AND FESTIVALS – PLANNING FOR TRASH

Yurt, tepee, tent, log cabin, open air hammock or

The environmental impact is quite limited

some other glamping experience. Normally the

once cleared away. Other detritus often left

type of accommodation at a festival will tend to

are countless items of smoking paraphernalia

give an example of the type of people who have

from cigarette buts, broken lighters, boxes of

temporarily occupied the land. The thing is

matches and discarded cigarette butts.

regardless as to the type of accommodation at a

Clearing up after an event

festival, the communal areas are normally left like

It is important to ensure that any water

the worst battle ground, with waste everywhere,

course in or surrounding an event is not

once the last die-hard festival goer has returned

polluted in anyway.

home.

All objects need to be removed from shared
spaces – this includes, plastics and cigarette

Rubbish is your new friend

butts – anything which could have an impact

There may be a myriad of food outlets

on the environment.

surrounding your festival ground, offering your

Plan and consider the environmental aspect

festival goers delights such as curry, doughnuts,

of the rubbish you will be collecting. You can

fish and chips, something resembling meat in a

decide the outcome of your event by the

bun, beer, ice-cream, water – tons of water and

articles accepted on site. You can decide

obviously bacon butties for breakfast. A well-

what leaves and in what format. We would

catered festival or event has so many complex

suggest separating anything for recycling on

types of catering, yet you will be surprised as to

site and then looking for ways to divert

the limited diversity of the types of rubbish.

rubbish from landfill.

Let’s face it any post festival field looks like a

Communicate with concession stall holders

right mess. Broken brollies, plastic bottles filled

and encourage them to use packaging that

with urine, cans, polystyrene plates are some of

meets your rubbish profile. Get them on

the flotsam to find itself carelessly discarded

board with the education of your visitors.

after the event.

Work

in

harmony

to

preserve

the

surroundings.
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WASTE AT EVENTS AND FESTIVALS – PLANNING FOR TRASH

Everything can be organised to ensure that there is little
waste

and

impact

on

the

environment.

Careful

consideration about where vehicles are parked to the
location of welfare facilities will negate any risk to
accidental spillage.
What will your waste requirements be? You may need
multiple waste solutions from roll top bins, roll on roll off
containers, to plant to sweep the field. All of this is better
planned in advance.
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W W W . P A L H I R E . C O . U K

F E S T I VA L T O I L E T S A N D W A S T E S E R V I C I N G

FESTIVAL TOILETS AND WASTE SERVICING

The British summer coincides with three major

Waste Servicing Options

events:

Show,

To continue its ethos of providing excellent

Wimbledon, and Glastonbury, arguably the UK’s

customer service, Pal Hire ensures all event

biggest festival. Even though Glastonbury will be

toilets are fully sanitised and replenished

taking a hiatus in 2018, that still leaves numerous

before being dispatched to clients. A range

festivals for circa 35 million party goers to

of servicing options are available to clients,

attend, including Parklife, Creamfields, and the

including the availability of eco-friendly

Wireless Festival. The 2018 festival season is in

products and chemicals.

the

RHS

Chelsea

Flower

full swing and event organisers will be chasing
hire companies offering portable toilets and toilet

PAL Hire’s sales team have advised that an

welfare provisions.

increasing number of clients are requesting
eco-friendly products and as the company is

This is where PAL Hire bursts through the door and

committed to being at the forefront of the

announces itself at the party as the ideal choice

industry, it is able to service these requests

for providing portable toilet units and servicing

and provide the best possible option to the

options.

client.

Having successfully serviced the RHS Chelsea

Replenishments are offered on-site as, and

Flower Shower, Secret Garden Party, and Bear

when, required or they can be purchased in

Grylls Survival Academy by supplying single

advance when making the initial booking with

toilet units, Pal Hire has the scope to supply

one of Pal Hire’s outstanding sales staff, with

carnivals, building sites, and sporting events

possible cost saving options available to

throughout the UK. Regarded as one of the most

clients purchasing consumables in the first

reliable plant hire providers in the UK, PAL Hire’s

instance.

knowledgeable sales team are one call away
from fulfilling clients’ requirements.
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W W W . P A L H I R E . C O . U K

PROFESSIONAL EVENT EQUIPMENT & SERVICE HIRE

P R O F E S S I O N A L E V E N T E Q U I P M E N T & S E RV I C E H I R E

Putting your event at the heart of our service delivery is
what we aim to achieve. That and saving you time and
money by being your central point of procurement for all
your event hire requirements.
Our nationwide supply chain means we have more
agility when it comes to fulfilling your requirements. From
a simple event specification portable toilet – to multiple
items of equipment – we have the availability and the
reliability to ensure your event goes without a hitch.
Event Equipment You Can Hire from PAL Hire Ltd
•

Portable Toilets

•

Water

•

Wastewater Servicing

•

Fuel

•

Fences Including Perimeter Fencing

•

Crowd Control Barriers

•

Power Generators

•

Light Towers

•

Temporary Car Park Surfaces and Vehicle Roadways

•

Accommodation, Site Offices and Cabins

•

Ticket Offices

•

Audio Visual Equipment

•

Stage and Seating

•

Waste and Waste Management Services

•

Plant and Machinery (Forklifts and
Telehandlers)

•

All types of Event Vehicles

Logistics and Support
We have more than a decade of
experience in delivering hire equipment
and services to events and festivals of all
sizes all over the UK. This means we
understand what you are trying to
achieve and will work with you to help
you make your event a success.
Call: 0161 482 6200 for a discussion
about your requirements and learn more.

DISCOVER ABOUT INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
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